In 1857, Kummer [11] considered the following system of congruences in connection with the first case of Fermat's last theorem:
This system has many kinds of interesting variations and consequences (see, e.g., Agoh [2, 3] , Fueter [7] and Ribenboim [13] ). In the papers of Skula [16, 17] the equivalent system to (K) was introduced by means of the Stickelberger ideal in a certain group ring.
We now consider the special system of congruences as follows:
(K(N )) ϕ l−1 (t) ≡ 0 (mod l),
2m B 2m ϕ l−2m (t) ≡ 0 (mod l) (1 ≤ m ≤ (l − 3)/2), where N is a fixed positive integer with 2 ≤ N ≤ l − 1.
It is clear that all the solutions of (K) satisfy (K(N )). In addition, we can see that if N is a primitive root mod l, then each solution of (K(N )) is
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The main purpose of this paper is to introduce some equivalent systems to (K(N )) and investigate subideals of the Stickelberger ideal relating to these systems. Section 2 contains general notations which will be needed throughout the whole paper. In Section 3 we shall present a certain polynomial equality (Proposition 3.2), in which all the terms in the system (K(N )) are involved. By making use of this equality we shall derive some systems of congruences equivalent to (K(N )) (Theorems 3.3, 3.4 and Proposition 3.5). In Section 4, we define a special matrix K N (Definition 4.2) which is related to the modified Dem'yanenko matrix and give an explicit formula (Theorem 4.4) for det K N by means of the first factor h − of the class number of the lth cyclotomic field Q(ζ l ) (where ζ l = e 2πi/l ) over the field Q of rational numbers. This formula will be proved in Section 5 using Sinnott's Lemma (Lemma 5.4). Proposition 4.5 is used for the determination of the sign of det K N .
Section 5 deals with a special ideal B N which is contained in the Stickelberger ideal I of the group ring Z[G], where G is a cyclic group of order l−1. Here, again Sinnott's Lemma plays a central role. Subsequently, we define a special system of congruences by means of B N and show in Theorem 5.10 that it is equivalent to the system (V) mentioned in Proposition 3.5.
When N = 2, our matrix K N is related to the matrix H considered by Hazama [8] , which is essentially a modified Dem'yanenko matrix D (l) for l ≥ 5 from the paper of Folz and Zimmer [6] .
We note that in his recent paper ( [9] , Section 5) Hazama deals with an analogous (0, 1) square matrix whose determinant is connected with the first factor of the class number of the pqth cyclotomic field Q(ζ pq ), where p, q are distinct odd primes.
A generalization of the Dem'yanenko matrix associated with an arbitrary abelian field of odd prime power conductor is introduced by Sands and Schwarz [14] .
The ideal B N for N = 2 was recently investigated by Skula [18] . The corresponding system of congruences with B 2 is equivalent to that of Benneton introduced in [4] (see Skula [18] , Theorem 5.3).
2. General notation. We list some general notations which will be used throughout this paper:
• #S -the number of elements of a set S, • Z -the ring of rational integers,
• [x] -the greatest integer ≤ x for a real number x, i.e.,
• B m -the mth Bernoulli number in the "even suffix " notation, hence
, the Fermat quotient of l with base a,
• r -a primitive root mod l,
• ind x -the index of x ∈ Z, l x, relative to the primitive root r mod l,
• Q(ζ l ) -the cyclotomic field defined by a primitive lth root of unity
over the field Q of rational numbers, • h − -the first factor of the class number of Q(ζ l ).
All other notations will be defined as they arise.
Some systems equivalent to (K(N )
). The purpose of this section is to introduce various systems of congruences equivalent to the system (K(N )) by using a certain polynomial equality.
Throughout this section, we denote
(the generating function of Bernoulli numbers),
If η(N ) is the number of non-trivial congruences in the system (K(N )), then we obviously have
Here we note that if N is a primitive root mod l, then α N (l) = i(l), hence η(N ) is equal to the number of non-trivial congruences in the system (K).
First we shall show the following functional identity:
Proposition 3.1. Let m be an integer and k be a positive integer. If t and X are two independent variables, then
and consider the identity
and
which gives the identity indicated in the proposition.
Using this proposition we can deduce a polynomial equality including all the terms in the system (K(N )). 
which leads to the desired equality using Leibniz's theorem for the functional identity given in Proposition 3.1.
Next, we shall discuss some systems of congruences equivalent to (K(N )).
Theorem 3.3. Let τ be an integer. Then τ is a solution of (K(N )) if and only if τ is a solution of any one of the following systems of congruences:
k is any fixed integer with 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1).
(III k ) P r o o f. For a fixed integer N with 2 ≤ N ≤ l − 1 we suppose that τ is a solution of (K(N )). Then we see from Proposition 3.2 that τ is a solution of
This shows that the solution τ of (K(N )) satisfies (I), (II) and (III k ). Conversely, if τ is a solution of (1) for certain k and m
, then we know from Proposition 3.2 that τ is a solution of the congruence 
Then we can easily infer that τ is a solution of (K(N ) ). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
P r o o f. By Fermat's little theorem we have
Hence the result clearly follows from Theorem 3.4.
In Section 5 we will derive a system of congruences equivalent to (V) by 
Obviously, each integer τ ≡ 1 (mod l) satisfying (F) is also a solution of (V).
On the other hand, putting a = l − 1 we see immediately that no integer τ ≡ 1 (mod l) is a solution of (F).
(b) Clearly, each integer τ ≡ 1 (mod l) is a solution of the Kummer system (K) and hence also of the system (K(N )) for each N (2 ≤ N ≤ l − 1).
Using Theorem 3.4 and the expression for S l−1 (vk; N ) given in the proof of Proposition 3.5 we get
This formula can also be derived from Lerch's expression ( [12] , (8)) for the Fermat quotient as follows:
a).
In fact, from the "logarithmic property" of the Fermat quotient it follows that
Thus, we may conclude that each integer τ ≡ 1 (mod l) is a solution of (V) if and only if q l (N ) ≡ 0 (mod l).
The determinant of K N .
In this section we shall define a special matrix K N and deduce the formula for its determinant by means of the first factor h − of the class number of Q(ζ l ).
Let f be the order of N mod l. Put
if f is odd.
In [8] 
We now define a new square matrix K N of order (l − 1)/2 as follows:
where ν is an integer such that
We note that the entries of H are either 0 or 1, however, those of K 2 are either −1/2 or 1/2. Also, the first rows of H and K 2 are, respectively, Then we easily see that det H = (−1)
2 det K 2 , which leads to the conclusion in view of Theorem 4.1.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.1 and hence of Proposition 4.3. In Section 5 we shall give the proof of this theorem using Proposition 5.5.
For the determination of the sign of det K N we need the following 
II. For an integer w with 0
the result follows.
The ideal B N .
In this section we deal with a special ideal B N of the group ring R = Z[G], which is contained in the Stickelberger ideal I for the lth cyclotomic field Q(ζ l ).
We write:
}, a multiplicative cyclic group of order l −1 with generator s,
, a special element from R corresponding to the norm of Q(ζ l ).
The elements γ k (k ∈ Z) of R were used in Fueter's paper ( [7] , Section 8) to derive a special system of congruences (see Remark 3.6(a)). The elements γ k , γ and δ belong to the Stickelberger ideal I of R and satisfy, for each k ∈ Z,
Since γ (l−1)/2 = γ − δ, we get the following theorem from the result by Skula ( [17] , Theorem 2.7):
forms a basis of the Stickelberger ideal I considered as a Z-module.
For a fixed integer N with 2 ≤ N ≤ l − 1, we let N = r n (1 ≤ n ≤ l − 2) and put for simplicity
Then it is easy to show the following Proposition 5.2. Let j be an integer. Then
Definition 5.3. Denote by B N the ideal of R generated by β and δ, thus
We see from Proposition 5.2 that the elements of the system {s
For an element ξ of the group ring Q[G] of the cyclic group G over the rational number field Q, there exist rational numbers
Note that M (ξ) is a skew circulant matrix (cf. [5] , 3.2.1).
For the proof of Proposition 5.5 stated below, we formulate Sinnott's Lemma ( [15] , Lemma 1.2(b)) as follows:
(This lemma can also be proved directly by using a skew circulant matrix. See Davis [5] , 3.2.1, Proposition 6.)
P r o o f. For a real number θ, we write θ for the fractional part of θ (i.e., θ = θ − [θ]). Let B 1,χ denote the generalized first Bernoulli number for an odd character χ of G, hence
Then it is well known that h − can be expressed as
Also, we easily see that
where χ is the conjugate character of χ. By Lemma 5.4, we obtain
as desired. Since ϕ l−1 (t) ≡ f δ (t) (mod l), the theorem follows.
